Aluminium Venetian Blinds
Venetian blinds can transform any room in the home into an elegant and warm environment.

Venetian blinds can transform any room in the home into an elegant and
warm environment. A wand allows you to control the amount of light in
each room and provide complete privacy.
Venluree designs each blind to your specifications and the exclusive
reinforced head rail with light control lip allows us to manufacture blinds
up to 3.6 metres wide and drops of 2.5 metres.
Venluree provides solutions for curved or angled windows as well and
can handmake a venetian blind to cover most architecturally designed
window shapes.

FEATURES

Powder coated long-life
aluminium head and base rails
Optional spring loaded rubber
stoppers in the base to hold the
blind firmly at the desired
height
Extensive colour range
Designed and fitted to your
specifications
High tensile Aluminium slat
Choice of 25mm and 50mm
wide slat
Can be fitted inside or on the
face of the window frame
5 year guarantee on parts and
workmanship
OPTIONS

Spring loaded hold down clips
Hold down brackets
Child safety cord cleats
Choice of Control side and
Control wand length
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FEATURES OF OUR ALUMINIUM VENETIAN BLINDS

HEADRAIL PROFILE WITH UNIQUE LIGHT LIP

LOW FRICTION ONE PIECE TILTER

HIGH STRENGTH TRIPLE COATED ALLOY
SLAT

Maximum Width

Maximum Drop

Minimum Width

25mm - 3.6 metres 50mm - 3.6
metres

25mm - 2.5 metres (longer available
on request) 50mm - 2.5 metres

25mm - 330mm 50mm - 460mm

Minimum Drop

Control

Installation

25mm - 400mm 50mm - 400mm

Left or Right hand control of blind
available Split control available

Inside window frame Face fitted to
window frame

Headrail

Slats

Colour

25mm - 25mm x 27mm 50mm 50mm x 57mm Rollform

25mm Venetian Blinds - .21mm x
25mm 50mm Venetian Blinds .21mm x 50mm

25mm - 20 colours to choose from
50mm - White Satin, Colonial White,
Alabaster, Silver

Special Shapes

Warranty

Cleaning and Care

Special shapes available on request

5 years

Dust regularly, use a damp cloth to
clean more stubborn dirt.
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